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It is an open question whether tight closure commutes with lo-
calization in quotients of a polynomial ring in finitely many vari-
ables over a field. Katzman [Katzman 98] showed that tight clo-
sure of ideals in these rings commutes with localization at one
element, if for all ideals I and J in a polynomial ring there is
a linear upper bound in q on the degree in the least variable of
reduced Grobner bases in reverse lexicographic ordering of the
ideals of the form J + I [q]. Katzman conjectured that this prop-
erty would always be satisfied. In this paper we prove several
cases of Katzman’s conjecture. We also provide an experimental
analysis (with proofs) of asymptotic properties of Grobner bases
connected with Katzman’s conjectures.
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, F is a field of prime characteristic
p, R is a finitely generated polynomial ring F [x1, . . . , xn]
over F , J and I denote ideals of R, and q = pe denotes
a power of p, where e is a nonnegative integer. Then I [q]
is the e th Frobenius power of I, defined by
I [q] := (iq|i ∈ I).
It follows that if I is generated by f1, . . . , fr, then I [q] is
generated by fq1 , . . . , f
q
r .
The main motivation for our work in this paper is
the theory of tight closure, in which Frobenius powers of
ideals play a central role. In particular, we address the
question of whether tight closure commutes with local-
ization. The basics of tight closure can be found in the
first few sections of [Hochster and Huneke 90]; however,
in the following paper no knowledge of tight closure will
be needed.
The polynomial ring R is a regular ring, so every
ideal in R, and in the localizations of R, is tightly
closed [Hochster and Huneke 90, Theorem 4.4], and thus
tight closure commutes with localization in R. However,
it is not known if tight closure commutes with localization
in quotient rings R/J of R, even for the special case of lo-
calization at a multiplicatively closed set {1, r, r2, r3, . . .},
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generated by one element r ∈ R/J . Katzman [Katzman
98] showed that for this special case it suffices to con-
sider the case r = xn (by possibly modifying R, I, and
J). Katzman also proved that a positive answer to the
question of tight closure commuting with localization at
xn would be provided by a positive answer to the follow-
ing conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. [Katzman 98, Conjecture 4] Let R =
F [x1, ..., xn] where F is a field of characteristic p, and let
I and J be ideals of R. Let Gq be the reduced Gro¨bner
basis for the ideal J + I [q] with respect to the reverse lex-
icographic ordering. Then there exists an integer α such
that the degrees in xn of the elements of Gq are bounded
above by αq.
The (graded) reverse lexicographic ordering on mono-
mials in x1, . . . , xn is defined by xa11 x
a2
2 · · ·xann <
xb11 x
b2
2 · · ·xbnn if
∑
i ai <
∑
i bi, or if
∑
i ai =
∑
i bi and
ai > bi for the last index i at which ai and bi differ. For
background on reduced Gro¨bner bases and Buchberger’s
algorithm for finding these bases, see, for example, [Cox
et al. 92].
Katzman’s conjecture holds trivially when J = (0),
since Frobenius powers commute with sums in rings of
characteristic p, and hence the reduced reverse lexico-
graphic Gro¨bner basis for I [q] consists of the qth powers
of elements of the reduced Gro¨bner basis for I. The other
known cases are due to Katzman, who proved that the
conjecture also holds whenever J is generated by mono-
mials [Katzman 98, Theorem 8], and whenever J is gen-
erated by binomials and simultaneously I is generated by
monomials [Katzman 98, Corollary 11]. There are classes
of examples for which it is known that tight closure com-
mutes with localization but for which Katzman’s conjec-
ture has not been proved; in particular, one such class,
due to Smith [Smith 01], consists of ideals I and J for
which J is a binomial ideal and I is arbitrary. Since the
question of whether tight closure commutes with localiza-
tion has so far defied proof for quotient rings of polyno-
mial rings, the proof of Katzman’s conjecture is expected
to be hard. Difficulties in finding a general proof include
the dependence of Gro¨bner bases on the characteristic
of the field F and the dependence of Gro¨bner bases on
raising a subset of the generators to powers.
In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of
three functions of q associated with the family of reduced
reverse lexicographic Gro¨bner bases Gq for the ideals J+
I [q], namely:
(1) the maximum of the xn-degrees of the elements of
Gq (as in Katzman’s conjecture), also written as the
xn-degree of Gq and denoted δ(q);
(2) the maximum of the total degrees of the elements
of Gq, also referred to as the total degree of Gq and
denoted ∆(q); and
(3) the cardinality c(q) of Gq.
Since for any ideals I and J we have δ(q) ≤ ∆(q) for all
q, a linear upper bound for ∆(q) also implies Katzman’s
conjecture.
In Section 2 of this paper, we prove (Theorem 2.1) that
Katzman’s conjecture holds for polynomial rings in one or
two variables with arbitrary ideals I and J , and we find a
linear upper bound for ∆(q) and a constant upper bound
for c(q) as well. (As part of the proof of this theorem, we
include a review of the steps of the Buchberger algorithm
for reduced Gro¨bner basis computation.)
In Sections 3 and 4, we provide further information
about the specific form of the functions δ(q) and ∆(q),
as well as the function c(q), in the more restrictive case
in which I and J are both principal binomial (and not
monomial) ideals, and in the even more restrictive case
of monoidal ideals, both to gain better understanding of
these functions and to find constructive proofs of spe-
cial cases of Katzman’s conjecture with potential for ap-
plication in more general cases. A binomial ideal is an
ideal generated by binomials, i.e., polynomials of the form
xv−gxw, where xv and xw are (monic) terms, and g ∈ F .
Such a polynomial is called a monomial if g = 0, and it
is called monoidal if g = 1 so that the coefficients of the
polynomial are restricted to +1 and −1. We refer to an
ideal generated by monoidal polynomials as a monoidal
ideal. When I and J are monoidal ideals, the quotient
rings R/(J+I [q]) are monoid rings over F for finitely pre-
sented commutative monoids, and the Gro¨bner bases for
the ideals J+I [q] can also be considered to be finite com-
plete rewriting systems in the category of commutative
monoids.
In Section 3, we compute (in Theorem 3.2) Gro¨bner
bases for the ideals J + I [q] for ideals I = (xu(xv− gxw))
and J = (xa(xb − hxc)) whenever g and h are units,
gcd(xu, xw) = 1 = gcd(xb, xc), and (xv−gxw, xb−hxc) =
R, and hence obtain a constructive proof of upper bounds
for δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q) in this case. In Theorem 3.3 we
prove that for “most” principal binomial ideals I and J ,
there is a change of variables that converts I and J into
monoidal ideals. This change of variables preserves both
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the reverse lexicographic ordering on the monomials and
on all three of the functions δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q).
In Section 4, we study the asymptotic behavior of the
three functions δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q) for constructions of
the reduced Gro¨bner bases Gq for a wide range of ex-
amples of principal monoidal ideals I and J . We give
examples illustrating that the three functions can be lin-
ear, periodic, or have linear expressions holding only for q
sufficiently large. In addition, we show examples in which
the cardinality and the xn-degree of the Gro¨bner bases
can be bounded above by a constant for all q. We also
discuss the dependence of the three functions on the char-
acteristic p of the field F for several of the examples. Sec-
tion 4 ends with a table summarizing the range of types of
behavior of the Gro¨bner bases we computed. Finally, in
Section 5, we include a sample of the Macaulay2 [Grayson
and Stillman 03] code we used to generate Gro¨bner bases
for small values of q as an aid to our proofs.
2. SPECIAL CASES OF KATZMAN’S CONJECTURE
As mentioned in the introduction, several special cases
of Katzman’s conjecture are known to be true: when
J = (0), or J is generated by monomials (with arbitrary
ideal I), or J is generated by binomials and I by mono-
mials [Katzman 98]. In all three cases, Katzman’s proof
also shows a linear upper bound for the function ∆(q).
We prove in this section another special case of Katz-
man’s conjecture, namely for n ≤ 2.
Theorem 2.1. Katzman’s conjecture holds when R is a
polynomial ring in one or two variables over F . More-
over, for any ideals I and J in R and reduced Gro¨bner
basis Gq for the ideal J + I [q] with respect to the re-
verse lexicographic ordering, there exist integers α and β
such that the xn-degree and total degree functions satisfy
δ(q) ≤ ∆(q) ≤ αq and the cardinality function satisfies
c(q) ≤ β for all q.
Proof: If R is a polynomial ring in one variable, then R
is a principal ideal domain, so I = (f) and J = (g) for
some f, g ∈ R. In this case, J + I [q] is also a principal
ideal, and the reduced Gro¨bner basis of J + I [q] consists
of the element gcd(g, fq), whose total degree is bounded
above by deg g. Then if we define α := deg g and β := 1,
we obtain constant bounds for all three functions given
by δ(q) ≤ ∆(q) ≤ α and c(q) = β for all q.
Next, suppose that R is a polynomial ring in two vari-
ables x and y over F . By earlier observations, we may
assume that I and J are nonzero ideals. Let S be a gen-
erating set for the ideal J , and T a generating set for I.
Choose S and T so that the leading coefficients of all of
their elements are 1. Define Tq := {tq | t ∈ T} to be the
corresponding generating set for I [q].
We apply the Buchberger algorithm with the reverse
lexicographic ordering to compute a Gro¨bner basis of J+
I [q], starting with the generating set S∪Tq. At each step,
a partial Gro¨bner basis Bi−1 := S∪Tq∪{p1, ..., pi−1} has
been found, and an S-polynomial of a pair of elements
in Bi−1 is computed and reduced with respect to all of
the elements in this basis. If the result is nonzero, the
polynomial is divided by its leading coefficient and the
resulting monic polynomial is added as the element pi to
form the basis Bi. When there are no nonzero reduced
S-polynomials remaining, this creates a Gro¨bner basis
B := S ∪ Tq ∪ {p1, ..., pk} for J + I [q] with respect to the
reverse lexicographic ordering, where each element of B
is a monic polynomial, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, all of the
terms of the polynomial pi are reduced with respect to
S ∪ Tq ∪ {p1, ..., pi−1}.
In order to compute the reduced Gro¨bner basis Gq of
J + I [q], we need to reduce the Gro¨bner basis B. For
each polynomial r ∈ B, replace r in the basis with the
monic polynomial obtained by reducing all of the terms
of r with respect to the elements of B \{r}, and dividing
by the resulting leading coefficient. Repeat this process
for all of the polynomials in the basis, removing any zero
polynomials that result, until no further reduction can
be done. This gives the reduced Gro¨bner basis Gq for
J + I [q] [Cox et al. 92, Proposition 2.7.6].
The total degree of the reduced Gro¨bner basis Gq for
J + I [q] will be at most the total degree for the basis B.
To compute bounds on these degrees, we first need to
describe the polynomials pi more carefully.
Let xayb be the leading term of a nonzero element p of
S. In particular, since J = (S) = (0), there is a nonzero
monic polynomial p′ ∈ J , and by adding the element
xyp′ ∈ J to the set S if necessary, we may assume (for
ease of notation) that both a and b are nonzero. For
each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let xaiybi be the leading term of the
polynomial pi in B. Since pi is reduced with respect to
S, either 0 ≤ ai < a or 0 ≤ bi < b, or both. If i > j, then
pi is also reduced with respect to pj . More specifically,
at each step of the algorithm described above, when pi
is computed, (at least) one of four possible cases occurs.
Either
(1) 0 ≤ ai < a and ai = aj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1,
(2) 0 ≤ ai < a and for some j < i, ai = aj and bi < bj ,
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(3) 0 ≤ bi < b and bi = bj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1, or
(4) 0 ≤ bi < b and for some j < i, bi = bj and ai < aj .
In Cases (2) and (4), the total degree of pi is strictly
less than the maximal total degree of the previous basis
S ∪ Tq ∪ {p1, ..., pi−1}. In Cases (1) and (3), the total
degree of the polynomial pi, which is a reduction of an
S-polynomial of a pair of elements in the previous basis,
can be at most twice the maximal total degree of the pre-
vious basis (by definition of S-polynomials). Note that
Cases (1) and (3) can occur at most a + b times during
the algorithm. The maximal total degree of elements in
S ∪ Tq satisfies
deg(S ∪ Tq) = max{deg(S),deg(Tq)}
= max{deg(S), q · deg(T )}
≤ q ·max{deg(S),deg(T )}.
Thus the total degree of the basis B is at most 2a+b ·
q ·max{deg(S),deg(T )}. If we define the constant α :=
2a+b ·max{deg(S),deg(T )}, then this proves that ∆(q) ≤
αq. For all q, δ(q) ≤ ∆(q) ≤ αq, therefore Katzman’s
conjecture holds in the case in which the polynomial ring
has two variables.
Finally, to get the bound on the cardinality of the
reduced Gro¨bner basis Gq of J + I [q], note that although
the element p ∈ S with leading term xayb may have been
reduced or removed in the reduction process to construct
Gq from B, no polynomial that remains in Gq may have
leading term divisible by xayb. For each number 0 ≤ a′ <
a and 0 ≤ b′ < b, there can be at most one polynomial in
Gq with leading term of the form xa
′
y∗ for any number
∗, and at most one polynomial in Gq with leading term
x∗yb
′
. Hence the cardinality of Gq satisfies |Gq| ≤ a + b.
Then by defining the constant β := a + b, we obtain
c(q) ≤ β.
3. PRINCIPAL BINOMIAL IDEALS:
GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS
For the remainder of the paper we direct our attention
to the case in which the ideals I and J are principal and
binomial, and obtain more detailed information about
the specific form of the degree functions δ(q) and ∆(q),
as well as the cardinality function c(q). We begin by
considering arbitrary pairs of monoidal binomials which
generate the whole ring.
Lemma 3.1. Let F be a field and let R = F [x1, . . . , xn]
be a polynomial ring in n variables over F . Let xv −
gxw, xb − hxc ∈ R, where v, w, b, c are n-tuples of non-
negative integers, g and h are nonzero elements in F ,
gcd(xv, xw) = 1 = gcd(xb, xc), and in reverse lexico-
graphic ordering, xv > xw and xb > xc. Assume that
(xv − gxw, xb − hxc) = R. Then w = c = 0, and there is
a positive rational number l such that vi = lbi for all i.
Proof: If the conclusion holds after tensoring with the
algebraic closure F of F over F , then it also holds in R.
So without loss of generality we may assume that F is
algebraically closed.
The hypothesis on the ordering implies that v and b
are both nonzero. If both w and c are nonzero, then
R = (xv − gxw, xb − hxc) ⊆ (x1, . . . , xn)R, which is a
contradiction. So either w or c is zero; without loss of
generality suppose that w = 0.
Choose any root k = (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Fn of xv − gxw;
thus kv = g. Further, choose i such that vi > 0. Since
vi > 0, then ki = 0 and ki depends on the choices of the
other kj by the relation
ki = g1/vi
∏
j =i,vj =0
k
−vj/vi
j
(for some choice of the vith roots).
The assumption that (xv − g, xb − hxc) = R implies
that the two binomials cannot have a common root, so
kb − hkc is a nonzero element in F . Hence for all indices
j with vj = 0, any choice of xj = kj ∈ F for these indices
must make kb − hkc equal to
gbi/vi
∏
j =i,vj =0
k
bj−bi(vj/vi)
j
×
∏
vj=0
x
bj
j − hgci/vi
×
∏
j =i,vj =0
k
cj−ci(vj/vi)
j
×
∏
vj=0
x
cj
j ,
(3–1)
which is a nonzero element in F .
Suppose that m is an index such that m = i and
vm = 0. If bm > 0 and cm > 0, then for km = 0,
Expression (3–1) is kb − hkc = 0, giving a contradiction.
If bm = 0 and cm = 0, then for kj = 1 for all j = i,m
and km = (h−1g(bi−ci)/vi)1/cm , the expression is again
zero, giving a contradiction. Similar choices show that
the case in which bm = 0 and cm = 0 cannot occur.
Therefore, when vm = 0, we have that bm = cm = 0.
Thus bm−cm = 0 = (bi−ci)(vm/vi) for all indices m = i
with vm = 0.
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Next, let m be any index such that m = i and vm = 0.
If, in addition, k1, . . . , kn are all chosen to be nonzero,
then
kb−c − h = g(bi−ci)/vi
∏
j =i
k
bj−cj−(bi−ci)(vj/vi)
j − h
is also a nonzero element in F . If bm − cm − (bi −
ci)(vm/vi) = 0, then letting kj = 1 for all j = i,m,
and
km = [hg−(bi−ci)/vi ]1/(bm−cm−(bi−ci)(vm/vi)),
we have kb−c−h = 0, giving a contradiction. So bm−cm−
(bi−ci)(vm/vi) = 0, and hence bm−cm = (bi−ci)(vm/vi),
when vm = 0 also.
Thus for all j = i, we have that bj−cj = (bi−ci)(vj/vi)
and vj/vi is nonnegative. By the hypothesis xb > xc
in the reverse lexicographic ordering, so we must have
bi − ci > 0 and bj ≥ cj for all j. By the assumption that
gcd(xb, xc) = 1, it follows that c = 0. Then bivj = bjvi
for all j, and since vi = 0 and b = 0, bi = 0 as well.
Therefore, if we define the positive rational number l :=
vi/bi, then vj = lbj for all j.
This result leads to the following definition. Two bi-
nomials xu(xv − gxw) and xa(xb − hxc) with xv > xw
and xb > xc are of the same type if there are nonnegative
integers l and m and n-tuples B and C of nonnegative in-
tegers with xB > xC such that v = lB, w = lC, b = mB,
and c = mC; in this case, we say the binomials are of
type (B,C). With this notation, Lemma 3.1 says that
if the ideal generated by two nonmonomial binomials is
the whole ring, then the two binomials are both of type
(B, (0, . . . , 0)) for some B, and neither binomial is a mul-
tiple of any variable. The corresponding result fails for a
3-generated binomial ideal; for example, the three bino-
mials x1 − 1, x2 − 1, x1x2 − 2 generate the whole ring,
yet no two of the three binomials are of the same type.
The following theorem shows that for principal ideals
generated by binomials of the same type as those con-
sidered in Lemma 3.1, one can bound the number of
elements in the reduced Gro¨bner bases, as well as give
constructive upper bounds for the xn-degree and total
degree.
Theorem 3.2. Let F be a field of positive prime char-
acteristic p and R = F [x1, . . . , xn] a polynomial ring
in n variables over F . Let I = (xu(xv − gxw)) and
J = (xa(xb−hxc)) be ideals in R, where u, v, w, a, b, and
c are n-tuples of nonnegative integers, g and h are units
in F , gcd(xv, xw) = 1 = gcd(xb, xc), and in reverse lex-
icographic ordering, xv > xw and xb > xc. Assume that
(xv − gxw, xb − hxc) = R. Then for q sufficiently large,
the maximal xn-degree of the Gro¨bner basis of J+I [q] sat-
isfies δ(q) ≤ max((un + vn)q, an + bn), the maximal total
degree satisfies ∆(q) ≤ max((|u|+ |v|)q, |a|+ |b|), and the
cardinality of the Gro¨bner basis satisfies c(q) ≤ 4.
Proof: By Lemma 3.1, w = c = 0 and the generators of
I and J have the same type. Then I [q] = (xqu(xqv− gq))
and J = (xa(xb − h)). We will explicitly compute a
Gro¨bner basis for J + I [q].
The hypothesis that (xv − g, xb − h) = R implies that
there are polynomials r, s ∈ R with r(xv−g)+s(xb−h) =
1. Taking qth powers of both sides and then multiplying
by lcm (xqu, xa) yields
rq
lcm (xqu, xa)
xqu
xqu(xqv − gq)+
[sq(xb − h)q−1] lcm (x
qu, xa)
xa
xa(xb − h),
which equals lcm (xqu, xa). Thus J + I [q] contains
lcm (xqu, xa). Computation of the S-polynomials of this
monomial with the two generators of J + I [q] shows that
1
gq
S(xq(u+v) − gqxqu, lcm (xqu, xa))
=
1
gq
lcm (xq(u+v), xa)
xq(u+v)
gqxqu
=
lcm (xq(u+v), xa)
xqv
and
1
h
S(xa+b − hxa, lcm (xqu, xa)) = 1
h
lcm (xa+b, xqu)
xa+b
hxa
=
lcm (xa+b, xqu)
xb
are also in J + I [q].
Let Ej :=
lcm (xa+jb,xqu)
xjb
. By the S-polynomial cal-
culation above, E1 ∈ J + I [q]. If Ej ∈ J + I [q], then
so is
1
h
S(xa(xb−h), Ej) =
lcm (xa+b, lcm (x
a+jb,xqu)
xjb
)
xb
. (3–2)
The exponent of xi in Equation (3–2) equals max(ai +
bi,max(ai+jbi, qui)−jbi)−bi = max(ai,max(ai−bi, qui−
(j+1)bi)) = max(ai, qui−(j+1)bi), which is the same as
the exponent of xi in Ej+1. Thus the monic S-polynomial
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in Equation (3–2) is 1hS(x
a(xb − h), Ej) = Ej+1. There-
fore all the Ej are in J + I [q]. Note that the expo-
nent max(ai, qui − jbi) of xi in Ej is at least as large
as the exponent of xi in Ej+1 for all i, so Ej is a mul-
tiple of Ej+1 for each j. Thus for sufficiently large j,
Ej = Ej+1 = Ej+2 = . . ., and we denote this eventual
monomial as E∞. All of the Ej are multiples of E∞.
Define the set
B :=

xqu(xqv − gq), xa(xb − h),
lcm (xq(u+v), xa)
xqv
, E∞
 ,
then B is a basis of J+I [q]. The S-polynomial of the first
two elements is lcm (x
q(u+v),xa+b)
xqv g
q − lcm (xq(u+v),xa+b)
xb
h,
which reduces modulo the third element in B and modulo
E1 (i.e., modulo E∞) to zero. The S-polynomial of the
first and the third elements in B is
S
(
xqu(xqv − gq), lcm (x
q(u+v), xa)
xqv
)
=
lcm (xq(u+v), lcm (x
q(u+v),xa)
xqv )
xqv
gq. (3–3)
The exponent of xi in Equation (3–3) equals
max(qui + qvi,max(qui + qvi, ai)− qvi)− qvi =
max(qui, ai − 2qvi).
For sufficiently large q, if vi = 0 then max(qui, ai −
2qvi) = qui = max(qui, ai − qvi), and if vi = 0 then
max(qui, ai − 2qvi) = max(qui, ai) = max(qui, ai − qvi).
Since max(qui, ai − qvi) also equals the exponent of xi
in the third element of the basis B, this shows that the
S-polynomial of the first and the third elements of B re-
duces to 0. The S-polynomial of the first and the fourth
elements in B is
S (xqu(xqv − gq), E∞)) = lcm (x
q(u+v), E∞)
xqv
gq. (3–4)
The exponent of xi in Equation (3–4) equals, for j suffi-
ciently large,
max(qui,max(ai − qvi, qui − jbi − qvi)) =
max(qui, ai − qvi),
which is the same as the exponent of xi in the third el-
ement of B. Thus the S-polynomial of the first element
of B with any other element of B reduces to 0. The
S-polynomial of the second and third elements is the
monomial
lcm
(
xa+b, lcm (x
q(u+v),xa)
xqv
)
xb
h, (3–5)
for which the exponent of xi is max(ai,max(qui−bi, ai−
qvi − bi)) = max(ai, qui − bi), so the S-polynomial in
Equation (3–5) is a multiple of E1 and thus of E∞, and
hence reduces to zero. We have previously established
that the S-polynomial of the second and the fourth el-
ements reduces to 0 modulo the given basis. The last
two elements of the basis B are both monomials, so their
S-polynomial is 0 as well. This proves that, for q suffi-
ciently large, the set B is a Gro¨bner basis of J +I [q] with
respect to the reverse lexicographic ordering.
Although the Gro¨bner basis B may not be reduced,
the reduced reverse lexicographic Gro¨bner basis Gq for
J + I [q] will have cardinality and degrees at most those
of B. Thus we can read off upper bounds for the three
functions for q sufficiently large, and find that δ(q) ≤
max((un+vn)q, an+bn), ∆(q) ≤ max((|u|+|v|)q, |a|+|b|),
and c(q) ≤ 4.
Next, we use Lemma 3.1 to show that the principal
monoidal ideals cover “most” of the possibilities for prin-
cipal binomial ideals.
Theorem 3.3. For any principal binomial (nonmonomial)
ideals I and J which are generated by binomials that are
not of the same type, there is a change of variables under
which I and J become principal monoidal ideals. Fur-
thermore, this change of variables preserves the reverse
lexicographic ordering and the three functions δ(q), ∆(q),
and c(q).
Proof: Let F be a field of positive prime characteristic
p and R = F [x1, . . . , xn] a polynomial ring in n vari-
ables over F . Since Gro¨bner bases are unchanged if we
pass to F [x1, . . . , xn], where F is the algebraic closure of
F , without loss of generality we may assume that F is
algebraically closed.
Let I and J be arbitrary principal binomial (nonmono-
mial) ideals that are not of the same type. We can write
I = (xu(xv − gxw)) and J = (xa(xb − hxc)), where
u, v, w, a, b, and c are n-tuples of nonnegative integers,
g and h are units in F , xv > xw and xb > xc in the
reverse lexicographic ordering, and gcd(xv, xw) = 1 =
gcd(xb, xc).
Case I. Suppose there exist nonzero elements k1, . . .,
kn in F such that kv − gkw = 0 = kb − hkc. In this
case, under the variable change xi → kixi for all i, the
reverse lexicographic ordering is preserved, and the gen-
erator of the image I˜ of I under this ring automorphism
is kuxu(kvxv − gkwxw). After dividing through by the
nonzero element kukv = kugkw of F , this generator be-
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comes xu(xv − xw). A similar computation holds for
the generator of the image J˜ of J ; hence the genera-
tors of I˜ and J˜ are monoidal. Since this ring auto-
morphism preserves the reverse lexicographic ordering, it
maps Gro¨bner bases to Gro¨bner bases. Since this change
of variables is linear, the functions δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q)
will also be preserved.
Case II. Suppose that there do not exist nonzero ele-
ments k1, . . ., kn in F such that kv−gkw = 0 = kb−hkc.
Case IIa. Suppose Case II holds and also that vi+wi >
0 and bi+ci = 0 for some index i. There is another index
j for which either bj > 0 or cj > 0, but not both, since
xb > xc and gcd(xb, xc) = 1. By performing the change
of variables xj → h1/bj (respectively xj → (h−1)1/cj ) and
xm → xm for all m = j, the generator xa(xb−hxc) of J is
mapped to a scalar multiple of xa(xb−h˜xc) = xa(xb−xc)
with unit h˜ = 1. At the same time, the generator of I
changes to a scalar multiple of xu(xv − g˜xw) for another
unit g˜ in F . Since either vi > 0 or wi > 0, we can
similarly replace xi by an appropriate scalar multiple of
itself so that xu(xv− g˜xw) is mapped to a scalar multiple
of xu(xv−xw). Since bi = ci = 0, the unit h˜ = 1 remains
unchanged under this second map. As in Case I, this
change of variables preserves the ordering and the three
functions associated to the Gro¨bner bases.
Case IIb. Suppose Case II holds and vi + wi = 0 and
bi+ci > 0 for some index i. An argument similar to Case
IIa also demonstrates this case.
Case IIc. Suppose Case II holds and that for all indices
i, vi + wi > 0 if and only if bi + ci > 0. Let T be the set
of indices m for which vm > 0, let U be the set of indices
m for which wm > 0, and let S := T ∪ U . Let
b+ :=
{
bj if j ∈ T
0 if j ∈ T and b− :=
{
bj if j ∈ U
0 if j ∈ U,
and define c+ and c− similarly. Then b = b+ + b− and
c = c+ + c−.
Define new variables ym over F , where m varies over
the set S. We will denote the restrictions of the tuples v,
w, b+, b−, c+, and c− to tuples in the indices of S by the
same notation. Consider the ideal (yv+w − g, yb++c− −
hyb−+c+) in F [ym|m ∈ S].
Since the nonleading (monic) term of the first gen-
erator is 1, it follows directly that yv+w > 1 and
gcd(yv+w, 1) = 1. Note that the indices m for which
(b+)m > 0 or (c−)m > 0 also satisfy the property
that (b−)m = 0 = (c+)m, so the supports of the
two terms of the second generator are disjoint. Then
gcd(yb++c− , yb−+c+) = 1 and either yb++c− > yb−+c+ or
yb−+c+ > yb++c− .
Suppose that k˜ is a tuple with entries in F (and indices
in S) for which k˜v+w− g = 0 = k˜b++c− −hk˜b−+c+ . Since
the product of all of the k˜m divides k˜v+w, the first equa-
tion shows that all of the entries of k˜ are nonzero. Define
the n-tuple k ∈ Fn by kj := k˜j for j ∈ T , kj := k˜−1j
for j ∈ U , and kj := 1 for j ∈ S. Then k1, . . . , kn are
nonzero elements in F for which 0 = kw(k˜v+w − g) =
kw(kv−w − g) = kv − gkw and 0 = kb−+c−(k˜b++c− −
hk˜b−+c+) = kb−+c−(kb+−c− − hk−b−+c+) = kb − hkc,
contradicting the hypothesis of Case II. Therefore the
equations yv+w − g = 0 = yb++c− − hyb−+c+ have no so-
lutions over F . Then Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz says that
(yv+w − g, yb++c− − hyb−+c+) = F [ym|m ∈ S].
Applying Lemma 3.1, we get that either b+ + c− = 0
or b− + c+ = 0, and we can write yb++c− − hyb−+c+ as a
scalar multiple of ybˆ+cˆ − hˆ where bˆ + cˆ is either b+ + c−
or b− + c+, and hˆ is h or h−1, respectively. The last
conclusion of Lemma 3.1 says there is a positive rational
number l such that v+w = l(bˆ+ cˆ). If b++ c− = 0, then
b = b−, c = c+, and v + w = l(b− + c+), so v = lc+ and
w = lb−, which contradicts the assumption that both
xv > xw and xb > xc. Therefore b− + c+ = 0, so b = b+,
c = c−, v = lb, and w = lc. Therefore the generator
xu(xv − gxw) of the ideal I is of the same type as the
generator xa(xb − hxc) of J . But this contradicts the
hypothesis that the generators of I and J are of distinct
types, so Case IIc cannot occur.
Motivated by the preceding theorem, for the remain-
der of the paper, we consider the case in which the ideals
I and J are principal and monoidal.
4. PRINCIPAL MONOIDAL IDEALS: EXAMPLES
In this section, we report on our calculations of reduced
reverse lexicographic Gro¨bner bases, together with the
functions δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q), for ideals of the form
J + I [q], where I and J are fixed principal monoidal
ideals and q varies over powers of the characteristic of
the base field F . In every example, the three functions
either are eventually (for q >> 0) linear or constant func-
tions, or else eventually vary periodically between linear
or constant functions. For several of the examples, we
also explore in more detail the dependence of the three
functions on the characteristic p of the field F . The ex-
amples included in this section were chosen from among
all of our computations to illustrate all of the possible
behaviors we observed for the three functions.
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In the process of finding each of the following ex-
amples, we used the symbolic computer algebra pro-
gram Macaulay2 [Grayson and Stillman 03] to generate
Gro¨bner bases for ideals J + I [q] for small values of q
(usually three or four values), and studied the patterns
in these bases to guide us in proving the structure of
the Gro¨bner bases for all values of q. A sample of the
Macaulay2 code used in our calculations is provided in
Section 5.
We begin with an example in which the degree func-
tions are linear functions and the cardinality is a con-
stant.
Proposition 4.1. Let R = Z/3Z[x, y, z], I = (y2z − x2),
J = (y3 − xy), p = 3, and q = 3e. Then the Gro¨bner
basis of J + I [q] with respect to the reverse lexicographic
ordering (with x1 = x, x2 = y, and x3 = z, so that
z < y < x) is
{y3−xy, xq−1y2zq−x2q, x2qy−xqyzq, x3q+1−x2q+1zq}.
Therefore the maximal z-degree of the Gro¨bner basis el-
ements for J + I [q] is δ(q) = q, the maximal total degree
of the elements is ∆(q) = 3q + 1, and the number of
elements in the Gro¨bner basis is c(q) = 4 for all q.
Proof: Define f := y3 − xy and g := y2qzq − x2q, so that
f and g generate J and I [q], respectively. Before comput-
ing S-polynomials, we reduce g modulo (y3 − xy). Note
that for any monomial xaybzc with b ≥ 3, the monomial
reduces to xa+1yb−2zc. Then the normal form of xaybzc
modulo f is xa+kyb−2kzc, where b − 2(k − 1) ≥ 3 and
b − 2k < 3; that is, (b − 3)/2 < k ≤ (b − 1)/2. Then,
to find the normal form for y2qzq, where b = 2q, we
need q − 32 < k ≤ q − 12 , so k = q − 1, and the normal
form is xq−1y2zq. Therefore the polynomial g reduces to
g′ := xq−1y2zq − x2q.
The polynomials f and g′ are a basis for J + I [q]. Let
h denote their S-polynomial
h := S(f, g′) = xq−1zqf − yg′ = −xqyzq + x2qy.
The S-polynomial
S(g′, h) = xq+1g′ − yzqh = −x3q+1 + xqy2z2q
≡ −x3q+1 + x2q+1zq,
where ≡ denotes a reduction using g′; let i := x3q+1 −
x2q+1zq denote the monic scalar multiple of this poly-
nomial. All of the remaining S-polynomials in the basis
{f, g′, h, i} reduce to 0. Therefore the four elements in-
deed generate a Gro¨bner basis, and since no element of
the basis may be reduced by any other, this Gro¨bner basis
is also reduced. This proves that the maximal z-degree is
of the elements of the Gro¨bner basis δ(q) = q, the maxi-
mal total degree is ∆(q) = 3q + 1, and the cardinality is
c(q) = 4.
Note 4.2. Let R = Z/pZ[x, y, z], with x, y, z variables
over Z/pZ, where p is any prime and q varies over powers
of p. Let I = (y2z − x2) and J = (y3 − xy) be the same
ideals as in the example above. In this case, the same
sets as in Proposition 4.1 are the reduced Gro¨bner bases
of the ideals J + I [q] also in characteristic p. Indeed, the
proof above applies, since the hypothesis that p = 3 was
never used in the proof.
The number of elements in the Gro¨bner bases need not
remain constant, as we prove next with the ideals I and
J from Proposition 4.1, but with their roles switched.
Proposition 4.3. Let R = Z/3Z[x, y, z], I = (y2z − x2),
J = (y3 − xy), and q = 3e. Then the Gro¨bner basis of
I + J [q] with respect to the reverse lexicographic ordering
(with z < y < x) is

y2z − x2,
y3q − xqyq,
x2ky3q−2k − xq+2kyq−2k
∣∣∣∣∣ 1 ≤ k ≤ (q − 1)/2

∪ {xq−1+2jy2q+1−2j − x2q−1yzj | 1 ≤ j ≤ q}
∪ {x3q+1 − x2q+1zq} .
The corresponding functions for these ideals are δ(q) = q,
∆(q) = 3q + 1, and c(q) = (3q + 5)/2 for all q.
Proof: Define the polynomials f := y2z − x2, g := y3q −
xqyq, hk := x2ky3q−2k − xq+2kyq−2k when 1 ≤ k ≤ (q −
1)/2, rj := xq−1+2jy2q+1−2j − x2q−1yzj when 1 ≤ j ≤ q,
and s := x3q+1 − x2q+1zq. Since q = 3e, q is odd, so
(q − 1)/2 is an integer for all values of e.
Note that if q = 1, there are no elements of the form
hk. In this case, the Gro¨bner basis is already included in
the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Next assume that q > 1. In this example each of
the generators of both I and J [q] is in normal form with
respect to the other, giving the first two elements f and
g of the basis. The S-polynomial
S(f, g) = y3q−2f − zg = −x2y3q−2 + xqyqz
≡ −x2y3q−2 + xq+2yq−2 = −h1,
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where ≡ denotes a reduction using f . Repeating this for
1 ≤ k ≤ (q − 3)/2, we get
S(f, hk) = x2ky3q−2k−2f − zhk
= −x2k+2y3q−2k−2 + xq+2kyq−2kz
≡ −x2(k+1)y3q−2(k+1) + xq+2(k+1)yq−2(k+1)
= −hk+1,
where ≡ denotes a reduction of the second term using f .
Note that in this S-polynomial computation, we required
that the first y-exponent 3q − 2k − 2 ≥ 0, and to do the
later reduction by f , we needed the fact that y2 divides
yq−2k. Then 3q − 2k ≥ 2 and q − 2k ≥ 2, so the first
inequality is redundant, and the second inequality says
k ≤ (q − 2)/2. In this proposition, we are assuming that
p = 3, so q = 3e is always odd and the largest value that
k can actually reach in this S-polynomial computation
is (q − 3)/2. So the largest value of k for which a basis
element hk is produced is (q − 1)/2. Thus the entire set
of elements hk is generated in the Buchberger algorithm.
The last element generated this way is h(q−1)/2 =
xq−1y2q+1 − x2q−1y. Computing the S-polynomial of
this and f gives S(f, h(q−1)/2) = −r1. Again comput-
ing S-polynomials inductively for 1 ≤ j ≤ q − 1, we get
S(f, rj) = −rj+1. The last element generated in this
latter step is rq = x3q−1y − x2q−1yzq.
Finally, the S-polynomial S(f, rq) reduces (using f)
to the polynomial −s, resulting in the last element in
the list of the basis elements. It is straightforward to
check that, with these basis elements, all remaining S-
polynomials reduce to 0, hence the set is a Gro¨bner basis,
and the Gro¨bner basis is reduced. The results for the
three functions then follow directly.
Note 4.4. Let R = Z/2Z[x, y, z], so that the characteris-
tic is p = 2, and let I = (y2z − x2) and J = (y3 − xy)
be the same ideals as in Proposition 4.3. In the proof
above, in the computation of the S-polynomials S(f, hk),
we noted that the number of polynomials of the form hk
produced satisfies k ≤ (q − 2)/2. When the character-
istic p is even, then, the Gro¨bner basis computation at
this point can differ from the proof above. In fact, a proof
very similar to the one above shows that for p = 2 the
reduced Gro¨bner basis of I + J [q] is
y2z − x2,
x2ky3q−2k − xq+2kyq−2k,
xq+2jy2q−2j − x2qzj
∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ k ≤
(q − 2)
2
,
0 ≤ j ≤ q

when q > 1. Then the functions ∆(q) = 3q and
c(q) = 32q + 2 for q > 1 associated to these Gro¨bner
bases differ from the functions ∆(q) and c(q) computed
in Proposition 4.3 with p = 3. Thus, not surprisingly,
the reduced Gro¨bner bases, in general, depend on the
characteristic of the underlying field. In this example
though, the xn-degree δ(q) = q is the same function in
both characteristics.
The proofs of the next three examples, in Propo-
sitions 4.5 and 4.6, computing S-polynomials to pro-
duce the Gro¨bner basis and to check that remaining S-
polynomials are 0, utilize reasoning similar to the two
previous proofs. To avoid repetition, we omit these
proofs.
In part (a) of the next proposition, we show that the
function δ(q) can also equal a constant. In the previ-
ous propositions, the functions δ(q) and ∆(q) are exactly
equal to linear functions, and c(q) equals either a lin-
ear or constant function, for all q. As mentioned earlier,
these functions are not always this regular. Part (b) of
the next proposition illustrates functions ∆(q) and c(q)
that are polynomials eventually but not at the start.
Proposition 4.5. Let R = Z/2Z[x, y, z], I = (x2 − y2),
J = (xy−z2), and q = 2e. With the reverse lexicographic
ordering (with z < y < x),
(a) the reduced Gro¨bner basis for J + I [q] is
{xy − z2, x2q − y2q, y2q+1 − x2q−1z2},
so that δ(q) = 2, ∆(q) = 2q + 1, and c(q) = 3 for all q,
and
(b) the reduced Gro¨bner basis for I + J [q] with q ≥ 2
is
{x2 − y2, y2q − z2q},
so in this case δ(q) = 2q,
∆(q) =
{
3 if q = 1,
2q if q ≥ 2 , and c(q) =
{
3 if q = 1,
2 if q ≥ 2
for all q.
The next example shows that the function δ(q) may
also be a function that is eventually linear but not for
small q.
Proposition 4.6. Let R = Z/3Z[x, y, z, w], I = (x5y2zw−
xy3z2w), J = (xy2z3w2 − x3yzw3), and q = 3e. Then
with the reverse lexicographic ordering (with w < z <
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y < x), the reduced Gro¨bner basis of J + I is
xy2z3w2 − x3yzw3,
x5y2zw − xy3z2w,
x7yzw3 − x3y2z2w3
 ,
and for q ≥ 3, the reduced Gro¨bner basis of J + I [q] is
xy2z3w2 − x3yzw3,
x6q−1+2iy
3q+1
2 −izw
3q−1
2 +i
− x3q−2+2iy2q+1−iz2w2q−1+i
∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ i ≤ 3q − 12
 .
Thus
δ(q) =
{
3 if q = 1,
7q−3
2 if q ≥ 3,
∆(q) =
{
12 if q = 1,
12q − 1 if q ≥ 3,
and c(q) = 3q+32 for all q.
In the following example, we again use the ideals I
and J from the previous proposition and exchange their
roles, in order to exhibit periodic behavior of both the
cardinality function c(q) and the total degree function
∆(q) of the elements of the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I +
J [q], with periodic behavior starting not with q = 1 but
at the next level, at q = p. The proof of Proposition 4.7
is similar to, but somewhat less complicated than, the
proof of Proposition 4.8; again to avoid repetition, we
include only the proof of the latter result.
Proposition 4.7. Let R = Z/3Z[x, y, z, w], I = (x5y2zw−
xy3z2w), J = (xy2z3w2 − x3yzw3), and q = 3e. Using
the reverse lexicographic ordering (with w < z < x < y)
the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I + J is
x5y2zw − xy3z2w,
xy2z3w2 − x3yzw3,
x7yzw3 − x3y2z2w3
 ;
the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I+J [q] for q a positive even
power of 3 is{
x5y2zw − xy3z2w,
xy
9
4 q− 14 z
13
4 q− 14w2q − x3y 74 q− 34 z 74 q− 34w3q
}
;
and the reduced Gro¨bner basis of I + J [q] for q an odd
power of 3 is
x5y2zw − xy3z2w,
x3y
9
4 q− 34 z
13
4 q− 34w2q − xy 74 q− 14 z 74 q− 14w3q,
xy
9
4 q+
1
4 z
13
4 q+
1
4w2q − x3y 74 q− 14 z 74 q− 14w3q
 .
The corresponding functions are given by δ(q) = 3q,
∆(q) =

12 if q = 1,
15
2 q +
3
2 if q = 3
e, e odd,
15
2 q +
1
2 if q = 3
e, e > 0 even,
and
c(q) =
{
3 if q = 1 or q = 3e, e odd,
2 if q = 3e, e > 0 even
for all q.
In the next example, we show that the function δ(q)
also can vary periodically. In the example in Proposi-
tion 4.7, c(q) alternated between constant functions for
the ideals J + I [q]. The next example shows that the
function c(q) can vary periodically between linear func-
tions as well. Moreover, the asymptotic patterns for all
three functions of the ideals J + I [q] begin further along,
at q = p2.
Proposition 4.8. Let R = Z/3Z[x, y, z], I = (x2y2z −
xyz2), J = (xy2z5 − x2yz), and q = 3e. Then with
the reverse lexicographic ordering (with z < y < x) the
reduced Gro¨bner basis for J + I is
{xy2z5 − x2yz, x2y2z − xyz2, xyz6 − x3yz};
the reduced Gro¨bner basis for J + I [3] is

xy2z5 − x2yz,
x6y6z3 − x4y2z2,
x7y5z − x4y2z4,
x8y4z − x5yz4,
x5yz8 − x9y3z

;
if e ≥ 2 is even the reduced Gro¨bner basis for J + I [q] is

xy2z5 − x2yz,
x
9
4 q− 14+ky
7
4 q+
1
4−kz
− x 32 q− 12+ky 12 q+ 12−kz2,
x
11
4 q+
1
4+jy
5
4 q− 14−jz
− x2q−1yz6+4j ,
x2q−1yz2q+4 − x 134 q− 14 y 34 q+ 14 z
∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ k ≤
(q − 1)
2
,
0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 3)
2

;
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and if e ≥ 3 is odd then the reduced Gro¨bner basis for
J + I [q] is
xy2z5 − x2yz,
x
9
4 q− 34 y
7
4 q+
3
4 z3
− x 32 q− 12 y 12 q+ 12 z2,
x
9
4 q+
1
4+ky
7
4 q− 14−kz
− x 32 q− 12+ky 12 q+ 12−kz4,
x
11
4 q+
3
4+jy
5
4 q− 34−jz
− x2q−1yz8+4j ,
x2q−1yz2q+6 − x 134 q+ 14 y 34 q− 14 z
∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ k ≤
(q − 1)
2
,
0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 3)
2

.
The associated functions are
δ(q) =

8 if q = 3,
2q + 4 if q = 3e, e ≥ 0 even,
2q + 6 if q = 3e, e ≥ 3 odd,
∆(q) =

15 if q = 3,
4q + 4 if q = 3e, e ≥ 0 even,
4q + 6 if q = 3e, e ≥ 3 odd,
and
c(q) =

5 if q = 3,
q + 2 if q = 3e, e ≥ 0 even,
q + 3 if q = 3e, e ≥ 3 odd.
Proof: The Gro¨bner bases for J + I and J + I [3] can be
computed with Macaulay2, and are left to the reader. For
the rest of the proof, assume q = pe with e ≥ 2. Let g =
xy2z5−x2yz be the generator of the ideal J . We need to
reduce the generator x2qy2qzq−xqyqz2q of I [q] to normal
form modulo g. Observe that whenever a ≥ 1, b ≥ 2,
and c ≥ 5, then xaybzc reduces to xa+1yb−1zc−4, so the
normal form of the monomial xaybzc is the monomial
xa+kyb−kzc−4k, where k is the largest integer such that
b− (k − 1) ≥ 2 and c− 4(k − 1) ≥ 5; i.e., b ≥ k + 1 and
c ≥ 4k + 1. For the monomial x2qy2qzq, k is the largest
integer such that 2q ≥ k+1 and q ≥ 4k+1; in this case, if
the latter inequality holds, then the former is true as well,
so we only need to find the largest integer k for which q ≥
4k+1. If e is even, then q ≡ 1 modulo 4, so k = (q−1)/4
and the normal form of x2qy2qzq is x
9
4 q− 14 y
7
4 q+
1
4 z. If e
is odd, then q ≡ 3 modulo 4, so k = (q − 3)/4 and the
normal form of x2qy2qzq is x
9
4 q− 34 y
7
4 q+
3
4 z3. Similarly,
xqyqz2q reduces k times using g to its normal form when
k is the largest integer such that q ≥ k+1 and 2q ≥ 4k+1.
As before, we can ignore the first inequality. For all e ≥ 2,
we get k = (2q− 2)/4 = (q− 1)/2, so the normal form of
xqyqz2q is x
3
2 q− 12 y
1
2 q+
1
2 z2. The the normal form for the
generator x2qy2qzq − xqyqz2q of I [q] is
f ′ :=
{
x
9
4 q− 14 y
7
4 q+
1
4 z − x 32 q− 12 y 12 q+ 12 z2 e even
x
9
4 q− 34 y
7
4 q+
3
4 z3 − x 32 q− 12 y 12 q+ 12 z2 e odd.
Suppose that e ≥ 2 is even. Define the polynomials
fk := x
9
4 q− 14+ky
7
4 q+
1
4−kz − x 32 q− 12+ky 12 q+ 12−kz2
for 0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 1)/2,
hj := x
11
4 q+
1
4+jy
5
4 q− 14−jz − x2q−1yz6+4j
for 0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 3)/2, and
r := x2q−1yz2q+4 − x 134 q− 14 y 34 q+ 14 z.
Note that f ′ = f0. When 0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 3)/2, the S-
polynomial
S(g, fk) = x
9
4 q− 54+ky
7
4 q− 74−kg − z4fk
= −x 94 q− 14+(k+1)y 74 q+ 14−(k+1)z
+ x
3
2 q− 12+ky
1
2 q+
1
2−kz6
≡ −x 94 q− 14+(k+1)y 74 q+ 14−(k+1)z
+ x
3
2 q− 12+(k+1)y
1
2 q+
1
2−(k+1)z2
= −fk+1,
where ≡ denotes a reduction using g on the second term.
Therefore, the polynomials fk for 0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 1)/2
are included with g and f ′ in the procedure to compute
the Gro¨bner basis. The last polynomial in this family is
f(q−1)/2 = x
11
4 q− 34 y
5
4 q+
3
4 z − x2q−1yz2. Then
S(g, f(q−1)/2) = x
11
4 q− 74 y
5
4 q− 54 g − z4f(q−1)/2
= −x 114 q+ 14 y 54 q− 14 z + x2q−1yz6 = −h0.
Similarly, the S-polynomial S(g, hj) = −hj+1 for all 0 ≤
j ≤ (q−5)/2, so the polynomials hj for 0 ≤ j ≤ (q−3)/2
are appended to the basis. The final polynomial in this
list is h(q−3)/2 = x
13
4 q− 54 y
3
4 q+
5
4 z − x2q−1yz2q. Then
S(g, h(q−3)/2) = x
13
4 q− 94 y
3
4 q− 34 g − z4h(q−3)/2
= −x 134 q− 14 y 34 q+ 14 z + x2q−1yz2q+4 = r.
Therefore, r is also added to the basis by the Buch-
berger algorithm. All of the remaining S-polynomials
reduce to zero modulo this set of polynomials, so the set
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Example δ(q) ∆(q) c(q)
Prop. 4.1 linear linear constant
Prop. 4.3 linear linear linear
Prop. 4.5(a) constant linear constant
Prop. 4.5(b) linear linear (q ≥ p) constant (q ≥ p)
Prop. 4.6 linear (q ≥ p) linear (q ≥ p) linear
Prop. 4.7 linear periodically periodically
linear (q ≥ p) constant (q ≥ p)
Prop. 4.8 periodically periodically periodically
linear (q ≥ p2) linear (q ≥ p2) linear (q ≥ p2)
Prop. 4.10 linear linear (high coeff.) linear
TABLE 1. Summary.
{g, fk, hj , r | 0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 1)/2, 0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 3)/2} is a
Gro¨bner basis for J + I [q] in the case that e ≥ 2 is even.
Finally, suppose that e ≥ 3 is odd. We have already
shown that the polynomials g = xy2z5 − x2yz and f ′ =
x
9
4 q− 34 y
7
4 q+
3
4 z3 − x 32 q− 12 y 12 q+ 12 z2 are a basis for J + I [q].
Define the polynomials
sk := x
9
4 q+
1
4+ky
7
4 q− 14−kz − x 32 q− 12+ky 12 q+ 12−kz4
for 0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 1)/2,
tj := x
11
4 q+
3
4+jy
5
4 q− 34−jz − x2q−1yz8+4j
for 0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 3)/2, and
u := x2q−1yz2q+6 − x 134 q+ 14 y 34 q− 14 z.
By an argument very similar to the proof of the case
when e ≥ 2 is even, we get that S(g, f ′) = −s0 and
S(g, sk) ≡ −sk+1 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 3)/2, where ≡
denotes a reduction by g. Then S(g, s(q−1)/2) = t0 and
S(g, tj) = −tj+1 when 0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 5)/2. Taking one
further S-polynomial with g, S(g, t(q−3)/2) = u. Finally,
all of the remaining S-polynomials reduce to 0 modulo
these polynomials, so the set {g, f ′, sk, tj , u | 0 ≤ k ≤
(q − 1)/2, 0 ≤ j ≤ (q − 3)/2} is a Gro¨bner basis for
J + I [q] when e ≥ 3 is odd.
Since, in each case the Gro¨bner basis we computed is
also reduced, the results on the functions associated to
these ideals then follow immediately from these bases.
Note 4.9. If we change the characteristic in Proposi-
tion 4.8 to p = 2, we find that the xn-degree function
δ(q) is dependent on the characteristic of the field F as
well; in fact, all three functions δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q)
are altered, and the periodicity is lost. In particu-
lar, if R = Z/2Z[x, y, z], and I = (x2y2z − xyz2) and
J = (xy2z5 − x2yz) are the same ideals as in Proposi-
tion 4.8, a computation similar to the one above shows
that the reduced Gro¨bner basis for J + I [q] with q = 2e
and e ≥ 3 is
xy2z5 − x2yz,
x
9
4 q−1y
7
4 q+1z4 − x 32 q−1y 12 q+1z4,
x
9
4 q+jy
7
4 q−jz − x 32 q+jy 12 q−jz,
x
11
4 q+ky
5
4 q−kz − x2q−1yz5+4k,
x2q−1yz2q+5 − x 134 q−1y 34 q+1z5
∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ j ≤
(q − 2)
2
,
0 ≤ k ≤ (q − 2)
2

.
Thus the associated functions satisfy δ(q) = 2q + 5,
∆(q) = 4q + 5, and c(q) = q + 3 for q ≥ 23. The main
difference in the proofs lies in the reduction of the gen-
erator x2qy2qzq − xqyqz2q of I [q] modulo the generator
g = xy2z5 − x2yz of J .
In the final example, we show that it need not be
the case that the total degree of the Gro¨bner basis of
J+I [q] is bounded above by q ·max{Gbdeg I,Gbdeg J},
where Gbdeg denotes the total degree of the reduced
Gro¨bner basis (with the reverse lexicographic ordering).
The proof follows the lines of reasoning developed in the
other proofs of this section, and is left to the reader.
Proposition 4.10. Let R = Z/3Z[x, y, z, w]. The ideal
J + I [q] with I = (x2y2zw5 − xyz2w2), J = (xy2z3w −
xyzw3), and q = 3e has the reduced Gro¨bner basis
xy2z3w − xyzw3,
x2qy(3q+1−2k)/2zw6q−1+2k
− xqyz2k+2w4q−2
∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ k ≤ (3q − 1)2

with respect to the reverse lexicographic ordering with
w < z < y < x. Therefore, the maximal w-degree of
the Gro¨bner basis is δ(q) = 9q − 2, the maximal total
degree is ∆(q) = 11q, and the number of elements is
c(q) = 3(q + 1)/2 for all q.
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Therefore q ·max{Gbdeg I,Gbdeg J} = q ·max{10, 7}
< 11q = Gbdeg (J + I [q]).
In Table 1, we summarize the examples in this sec-
tion. All of these examples satisfy Katzman’s conjecture
that the xn-degree δ(q) of the reduced Gro¨bner basis of
J + I [q] is bounded above linearly in q. Furthermore, in
all of these examples the total degree and cardinality of
the Gro¨bner basis are also bounded above linearly in q.
However, we are left with the open question of whether
the behavior of the functions δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q) (even-
tually) follows one of the patterns in the table above,
and whether linear upper bounds on δ(q), ∆(q), and c(q)
hold, for all ideals I and J in a polynomial ring.
5. MACAULAY2 CODE
We used variations of the following Macaulay2 code for
our calculations, included for the readers interested in
making further computations.
Input: polynomial ring R, ideals I, J
Output: fn(e) = Gro¨bner basis of J + I [p
e],
df(e) = maximal total degree of an element of
the Gro¨bner basis.
p = 3
R = ZZ/p[x,y,z,MonomialSize=>16];
I = ideal(y^2*z-x^2); J = ideal(y^3-x*y);
fn = e -> (transpose gens gb (J+I^(p^e)))
df = e -> (L = {}; i = 0;
G = gens gb (J + I^(p^e));
l = rank source G;
while i < l do (
L = prepend (degree G_(0,i), L);
i = i + 1; );
max L)
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